
Joyroom PN-14L4 Case Dancing Circle for iPhone 14 Pro Max (b Ref: 6976788020179
Joyroom PN-14L4 Case Dancing Circle for iPhone 14 Pro Max (blue)

Joyroom PN-14L4 Dancing Circle case for iPhone 14 Pro Max (blue).
Opt for Joyroom's proposal and enjoy the combination of style and functionality. The Dancing Circle case supports the MagSafe function,
and thanks to high-end crystals it looks exceptionally elegant. Quality materials have been used for its construction, which are durable
and provide protection for the iPhone 14 Pro Max. The practical ring can also be used as a stand.
 
Striking crystals
The  unique  combination  of  densely  placed  premium  crystals  together  with  the  used  gradient  technology  and  engraving  technology
creates a stunning effect that will delight any jewelry lover. With the Joyroom Dancing Circle case your phone will always look fantastic!
 
Attention to detail
Faux Sheepskin material, which resembles sheepskin, was used in the production process of the case. As a result, the product is pleasant
to the touch and durable. A molding technology was also used, which provided stunning visual results. Soft silicone padding and a metal
frame provide reliable protection for the device.
 
MagSafe support
The Joyroom Dancing Circle case supports the MagSafe function and comes with a practical ring that can serve as a handle. This allows
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you to use MagSafe chargers and accessories,  and you can comfortably watch movies or make video calls  without having to hold the
device in your hand.
 
 
ManufacturerJoyroomModelPN-14L4SeriesDancing CircleCompatibilityiPhone 14 Pro MaxColorblue

Preço:

€ 51.60

Acessórios para telemóveis, Capas, Tempered glass, Smartphones
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